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Abstract

The imaging technique of cosmic-ray tomography is usually based on the measurement of muon transmis-
sion and muon scattering within the examined volume. Secondary particles produced from the interaction
of air shower particles with the target material have been proven to carry complementary information
directly related to the target material properties. However, this additional information has not been fully
exploited so far. Previous work by the authors [Analysis of Secondary Particles as a Complement to Muon
Scattering Measurements. Instruments 2022, 6] showed a novel approach utilizing only the information
from secondary particles to successfully reconstruct and discriminate a variety of materials in the context
of shipping container scanning with an optimal detector setup and background-free environment. This
work builds on the previous results and methods, taking more realistic detector parameters into consid-
eration and investigating their impact on material reconstruction and discrimination. A possible detector
setup is discussed, allowing the reconstruction of muons and secondary particle tracks. Three key detector
parameters are varied with the aim of validating the approach of the previous work in a more realistic
scenario. These parameters are the detection efficiency, the spatial resolution, and the spacing between the
detector layers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The field of nondestructive imaging, especially in the field of safety and security, is steadily evolving through new concepts and
measurement methods. In recent years, cosmic-ray tomography has been proven to be a viable part of this technological arse-
nal [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. High-energy cosmic rays interact with the nuclei in the earth’s atmosphere and create a cascade of energetic
particles raining toward the earth’s surface. These so-called air showers consist, among other particles, of muons, photons, neu-
trons, and electrons at sea level [10, 11, 12, 13].

Air shower muons mostly interact with atoms through Coulomb scattering, which, in combination with their mass, allows
for a high material penetration depth, making them an ideal natural radiation source for nondestructive imaging. The resulting
scattering angle is proportional to the atomic number and the density of the examined target, allowing for the reconstruction and
discrimination between different materials and objects [14, 15]. Complementary to this technique of Muon Scattering Tomogra-
phy, Muon Radiography utilizes the muon absorption rate, which is also dependent on the atomic number and density of the
material [16, 17].

When air shower particles interact with surrounding matter, they lose energy in the form of additional photons, electrons, and
neutrons, so-called secondary particles. The production rate and kinematics of these particles are related to the physical proper-
ties of the surrounding material [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26], resulting in complementary information to the measurements
obtained through Muon Scattering Tomography or Muon Radiography. Currently, the main approach to use this information is
a measurement of secondary particles in coincidence with air shower muons [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. However, previous work by the
authors [1] introduced a novel technique solely relying on the measurement of secondary particles. Under an optimal detector
setup and background-free environment, an analysis of the content in a shipping container was proven to be feasible.

This work takes the prior proof of concept study and expands the scope to include more realistic detector conditions. Therefore,
this work focuses on the implementation of realistic detector parameters and the investigation of their impact on the reconstruction
and discrimination of different materials. First, a possible detector layout is briefly presented, which allows for the reconstruction
of secondary particles and muon tracks within the same setup. Afterward, the detection efficiency, the spatial resolution of the
detector, and the spacing between the detection layers are varied as key detector parameters. The impact of these variations on
the final reconstruction is measured using multiple metrics, including the position, size, and shape, as well as the reconstructed
density of the examined target object.
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2. SIMULATION
2.1. Event Generation
The event generation follows the same procedure and simulation settings as in [1]. In summary, a total of 100 million air showers
are generated with the Cosmic-ray Shower Library (CRY) [13], corresponding to an equivalent scanning time of around 30 minutes.
The interactions of the air shower and all subsequent particles with matter are simulated with the GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation
toolkit [32, 33].

2.2. Detector Layout
Key aspects of the geometry implementation in [1] are also utilized for this work. A cube made out of water or lead with a size of
1 m3 is placed as the target object in the middle of the container. Several modifications are made to the detector layout to introduce
a more realistic detection performance. While the size and position of the detector planes are kept the same, three layers of a 50 mm
thick Vinyltoluene-based plastic scintillator are added as additional detector material [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] to simulate their impact on
secondary particle production and interaction. The innermost layers of the plastic scintillator are seamlessly attached to another
forming a box-like structure. As the following two scintillator layers in each direction have the same size as the innermost one,
the corner regions lack detection material and create a small blind spot for particle detection in these areas. A visualization of
this geometry is shown in Figure 1. However, no readout from the scintillator material and no particle identification method are
emulated. The type and kinematics of the particles hitting the detection layers are directly retrieved from the truth information
taken from the simulation data and by fitting the three points of interaction from the three scintillator layers with a least squares
method. A particle is discarded if it hits less than three layers or comes from outside the examined volume.

FIGURE 1: A 3D visualization of the detector geometry. The detection planes are shown as the blue layers surrounding the container
model. Inside the container, a generic object with its reconstructed density represented by colored dots is depicted. Furthermore, a
trajectory of an air shower particle (purple line) with the corresponding secondary particle production (pink lines) is exemplified.

The spacing between the layers is a tunable parameter and is set to either 10 cm or 20 cm. The setup with 10 cm spacing is a
design choice suited for a compact detector layout based solely on the analysis of secondary particles. The 20 cm spacing on the
other hand allows for an alternating detection setup between detectors dedicated to secondary particles and detectors dedicated
to muons. In this case, the additional plastic scintillator layers permit the measurement of the muon momentum to improve the
reconstruction of the examined volume through the muon scattering approach [34, 35].

Another tunable parameter is the detection efficiency per layer, which is chosen to be 80%, 60%, or 40%. These values represent
realistic efficiencies for photon, neutron, and electron detection over different energies using scintillating materials [36, 37, 38,
39, 40]. The efficiencies are applied by randomly selecting the secondary particle hits with a selection probability being equal to
the given efficiency value. The light induced in plastic scintillators is usually collected with a grid of wavelength-shifting (WLS)
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fibers. The distance between these fibers determines the spatial resolution of the detector in its horizontal plane. Realistic resolution
values are 10 mm, 20 mm, or 30 mm [41, 42, 43]. Furthermore, the realistic 50 mm thickness of the scintillator [44, 45] results in a
spatial resolution in the direction perpendicular to the detector plane. These spatial resolutions are applied as the third key detector
parameter through Gaussian smearing after the simulation. The exact position of the secondary particle hit is smeared by a normal
distribution with the full width at half-maximum set to the spatial resolution values.

3. RECONSTRUCTION
3.1. Methodology
The reconstruction of the examined volume follows the same approach as discussed in [1]. In summary, each detected particle is
linearly traced back from the location where it hits the innermost detector through the voxelized volume via ray tracing and each
voxel crossed is marked. The more tracks passing through a voxel, the higher its voxel score svoxel, which acts as a representation
of the material characteristics, mainly density and atomic number. Hence, the voxel score is also referred to as the density score in
the following lines. Afterward, the background of the container is removed by subtracting the voxel map of an empty container,
which is based on 1 billion air shower events to reduce the effect of fluctuations in the background correction.

The presented voxel map reconstruction procedure is performed separately for secondary particle type (photon, neutron, elec-
tron), each detector layer considered (upper detector, sidewise detector, lower detector), and energy regimes of certain secondary
particles. This split results in twelve voxel maps, the so-called measurements M1–M10, as shown in Table 1.

Photons Neutrons Electrons
Upper detector—production M1 α, M2.1 β M3 —
Upper detector—absorption M2.2 β — —
Sidewise detector—production M4 α, M5.1 β M6 —
Sidewise detector—absorption M5.2 β — —
Lower detector—production — M8 γ —
Lower detector—absorption M7 M9 δ M10
α>400 keV, β<400 keV, γ<3 MeV, δ>3 MeV

TABLE 1: The separate measurements for the different particle types, their energies, and detector planes. M2.1 and M2.2, as well
as M5.1 and M5.2, are mutually exclusive.

These measurement definitions are updated compared to [1], as the detected particle kinematics changed due to the additional
production and absorption effects of the added scintillation material on secondary particles. Low-energy (below 400 keV) photons
detected in the upper and sidewise detectors can now either be used as particle production (M2.1 and M5.1) or absorption (M2.2
and M5.2) measurement. The absorption measurements are suitable for high-density test objects, as they will absorb most of
the additional low-energy photons produced in the scintillator material, while low-density test objects will absorb only a small
fraction of those. During the interaction of the additional low-energy secondary particles with the object material, more low-
energy photons are produced. In case of a high-density material, most of these photons are directly absorbed before exiting the
test object. However, this is different in low-density test objects, resulting in the detection of more low-energy photons. This makes
the production measurements suitable for low-density test objects. It is important to note that M2.1 (M5.1) and M2.2 (M5.2) are
mutually exclusive. In the lower detector, nearly all of the secondary photons are absorbed by the objects and the multiple layers
of the plastic scintillator. Secondary photons are mainly produced in the upper part of the object, which results in more energy
loss and a higher chance of absorption of the secondary photon due to the longer path through the object to the lower detector
compared to the upper and sidewise layers. In addition, the secondary photons produced at the lower part of the object inherit
less energy from their mother air shower particle due to its increased energy loss while passing through the upper part of the
object before the photon is produced. This results in a higher absorption rate of secondary photons in the scintillator material of
the lower detector compared to the upper and sidewise layers. Therefore, only the photon absorption is a viable measurement in
the lower detector. The number of secondary neutrons detected in the lower detector is also small, but not vanishing compared to
the photons, and therefore, this measurement is still part of the analysis.

By combining measurements from Table 1, discrimination between materials is possible due to the different kinematics repre-
sented by the separate measurements. However, a measurement is only utilized for the combination if it is capable of discriminating
the target object against the background noise by itself. To reduce noise and enhance the discrimination, a tunable minimum voxel
score threshold tmin is applied separately for every selected measurement, with the threshold set relative to the maximum voxel
score smax in the given measurement: svoxel > smax ∗ tmin.

The final combination is done voxel by voxel, by summing the scores of the selected measurements, but only if every mea-
surement fulfills the minimum threshold requirement. As mentioned previously, the examined materials are water and lead. The
set of measurements with the thresholds for water and lead is listed in Tables 2 and 3. To ensure a better statistical significance
of the reconstruction of the water cube, M1 and M2.1, as well as M4 and M5.1, are combined with a single-photon production
measurement for the upper and sidewise detectors separately.
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Photons Neutrons Electrons
Upper detector—production 20% — —
Upper detector—absorption — — —
Sidewise detector—production 30% — —
Sidewise detector—absorption — — —
Lower detector—production — — —
Lower detector—absorption 30% 40% 40%

TABLE 2: The separate measurements and the minimum voxel score thresholds for the different particle types and detector planes
for the reconstruction of the water cube.

Photons Neutrons Electrons
Upper detector—production 15% α, — β 15% —
Upper detector—absorption — — —
Sidewise detector—production 25% α, — β 25% —
Sidewise detector—absorption — — —
Lower detector—production — — —
Lower detector—absorption 40% 40% 50%
α>400 keV, β<400 keV

TABLE 3: The separate measurements and the minimum voxel score thresholds for the different particle types and detector planes
for the reconstruction of the lead cube.

3.2. Performance Metrics
To measure the impact of the different parameters of the more realistic detector setup, a set of metrics needs to be established. How-
ever, to ensure that these metrics are consistent and not significantly biased by statistical fluctuations, first, a clustering algorithm
is applied to the reconstructed voxel map to evaluate the target cube. This method starts with the voxel with the highest score as
the seed, loops over the surrounding voxels, and adds them to the cluster if their density score is at least 80% of the mean cluster
score. As we have a single cube as the only object in the examined volume, no additional cluster is calculated. Each reconstructed
cluster is then characterized by five performance metrics:

(i) Mean density score

(ii) Volume: Sum over all voxels associated with the cluster, where each voxel has a voxel size of 1 dm3

(iii) Maximum side lengths (dx, dy, dz): Difference between the maximum and minimum x-, y-, or z-positions of the cluster

(iv) Positional shift (∆xpos., ∆ypos., ∆zpos.): Difference between the position of the volumetric center of the reconstructed and the
ground truth object

(v) Chamfer distance (dC): A common metric used in the training of machine learning networks for point cloud identification
and discrimination to evaluate the shape difference of two objects [46, 47].
While there are different definitions of how to calculate the Chamfer distance, the following method is used in this analysis:

(1) Center the reconstructed voxel cluster and the ground truth voxelized object at the origin
(2) For each voxel in the reconstructed cluster, measure the squared distance to the nearest voxel of the ground truth object
(3) Sum the squared distances for all voxels in the reconstructed cluster
(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) for all voxels in the ground truth object with the squared distances to the nearest reconstructed

voxel
(5) Calculate the Chamfer distance as the mean between the sum in step (3) and the sum in step (4).

The value of the Chamfer distance has no absolute meaning and is only used for relative comparison. Usually, a smaller
Chamfer distance represents less differences in the shapes of the reconstructed and the ground truth object. However, the
Chamfer distance can be biased if one of the probed objects has a significantly smaller volume than the other object, as this
reduces the number of voxels and therefore the sum in step (2) or step (4). Therefore, the Chamfer distance proves most
valuable when clusters are of a similar size.
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4. RESULTS
4.1. Impact of Multiple Layers
As a particle needs to pass through all three scintillator layers to be detected, the new multilayer detector setup has a lower detection
probability than a single-layer setup. This inefficiency, the so-called acceptance, can be measured by comparing the mean cluster
density score for the single-layer scenario, as described in [1], and the three-layer setup discussed in this work. This is possible
as the density score is directly proportional to the number of reconstructed particles in the detectors. The acceptance depends on
the particle, its energy, and whether it was measured in the upper, sidewise, or lower detector and is therefore different for each
measurement combination. Hence, the acceptance of the optimized measurement of a water block is different from the optimized
measurement for a lead cube. To remove any possible effect of the other parameters of the detector setup, the detection efficiency
is set to 100% for all particles, and an ideal spatial resolution is assumed. We also assume for the single-layer scenario that all
necessary kinematic information to reconstruct the volume can be extracted from one layer only.

A comparison of the performance metrics for the lead cube is shown in Table 4 and for the water cube in Table 5. The recon-
structed maps for both materials for the single-layer scenario and the three-layer scenario with 10 cm spacing are shown in Figure 2.
The acceptance is calculated as the density score of the 3-layer setup over the 1-layer setup and is very similar for the 10 cm and the
20 cm spacing in the lead object scenario at 32-33%. The water cube case shows a similar result, with an acceptance of 53% in both
cases. The higher value in the water scenario can be explained by the fact that the secondary particles produced in water lose less
energy while passing through the cube than the ones from the lead block due to the lower density of water. Therefore, the chance of
having lower-energy secondary particles absorbed in the plastic scintillators, resulting in a lower acceptance, is higher in the lead
than in the water block setup.

Score Size dx dy dz ∆xpos. ∆ypos. ∆zpos. dC
Ground truth — 1.210 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.1 m — — — —
1 layer 17829 0.942 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.2 m 0.00 m 0.00 m 0.25 m 4.8
3 layers, 10 cm 5896 1.388 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.9 m 0.00 m 0.00 m 0.20 m 12.1
3 layers, 20 cm 5668 1.332 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.8 m 0.00 m 0.00 m 0.15 m 11.2

TABLE 4: Comparison of the performance metrics for the ground truth and the reconstructed lead cube for the one-layer scenario
and the three-layer scenarios with 10 and 20 cm spacing.

Score Size dx dy dz ∆xpos. ∆ypos. ∆zpos. dC
Ground truth — 1.210 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.1 m — — — —
1 layer 5182 1.050 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.4 m 0.00 m 0.00 m 0.15 m 4.6
3 layers, 10 cm 2762 1.078 m3 1.0 m 1.0 m 1.7 m −0.05 m 0.00 m 0.10 m 6.4
3 layers, 20 cm 2755 1.066 m3 1.0 m 1.0 m 1.7 m −0.05 m 0.00 m 0.10 m 8.0

TABLE 5: Comparison of the performance metrics for the ground truth and the reconstructed water cube for the one-layer scenario
and the three-layer scenarios with 10 and 20 cm spacing.

In both scenarios, with the water and the lead block, the reconstructed size in the z-direction is larger than the ground truth
volume resulting also in a higher Chamfer distance. This increase is higher in the multiple-layer setup but similar to the 10 and
20 cm spacing. However, the increase is generally smaller for the water cube than for the lead block. This is mainly due to the
absorption measurement in the lower detector plane. Since air shower particles predominantly have a low zenith angle, recon-
structed objects tend to appear stretched in the z-direction. As a higher density relates to a higher absorption rate, this effect is
more pronounced for lead than for water. The difference between one and three layers originates from the relative significance
of this absorption measurement. As already discussed in the previous section, the additional scintillator material absorbs a large
fraction of the lower-energy secondary particles. Hence, the relative importance of the absorption measurement of higher-energy
particles is increasing in the combination step of the reconstruction method. This effect can possibly be reduced by careful tuning
of the measurement combination. Therefore, all features of the absorption-based maps will also be enhanced in the final combined
map. While in the water scenario, the cube volume is relatively constant, the lead block volume changes more significantly between
the different setups and the ground truth cube. The reconstructed lead object in the multiple-layer setup shows a rather significant
increase in the volume mostly related to the increase in z-direction. As this increase is lower for the water cube, the change in
volume is also lower.

The apparent size of the lead block in the single-layer reconstruction is significantly smaller than all other objects. This is mostly
due to the decrease in the density score from high to low values on the z-axis. This gradual decrease is a result of the production
measurement map from the upper and sidewise detectors. Air shower particles mostly hit the cube on the top and the upper parts
of the sides due to the lower zenith angle. Hence, these regions are more active in producing secondary particles. Furthermore,
secondary particles produced inside the block have a higher chance of losing more energy, which results in a higher change of
absorption in the material or in the detector layers. Therefore, the production measurements in the upper and sidewise detectors
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FIGURE 2: The reconstructed lead (top row) and water (bottom row) cubes with their corresponding density scores in the single-
(left column) and three-layer scenarios with 10 cm spacing (right column).

show a higher score in the top region of the cube, which also passes to the final combination map. Hence, the reconstructed object
is not symmetric with respect to the z-axis and the lower part of the cube is partially chopped away by the clustering. The result is
a smaller volume and a slight shift toward a higher z-position. As this effect is more pronounced in higher-density materials due
to the different probability of secondary particle production, the resulting features are more visible for lead than for water.

4.2. Impact of Detection Efficiency
For simplicity, the single-layer detection efficiency ϵdet. is applied equally to all different particles independently of their energy.
Of course, a realistic detection material shows different efficiencies for photons, electrons, and neutrons over the energy spectrum.
However, the final reconstruction is mainly driven by the measurement with the lowest statistics due to the requirement in the
combination method that a voxel is only kept for the final map if it passes the threshold cut in all selected measurements. The
biggest impact of the detection efficiency is a decrease in the effective scanning time, resulting in a lower number of secondary
particles and a lower density score measurement smeas.. Therefore, all scores in the efficiency scenarios are corrected to the same
effective scan time, which is based on a detection efficiency of 100%: scor. = smeas./ϵdet.

3. To avoid any possible effect of the other
detector parameters, an ideal spatial resolution and three layers with a spacing of 10 cm are assumed.

The impact of the detection efficiency on the performance metrics for the lead and water block is shown in Tables 6 and 7. The
reconstructed lead and water cubes for 100% and 80% detection efficiency are shown in Figure 3. Both material setups show a clear
increase in the corrected density score with lower detection efficiency. With less scan time, only the inner parts of the cube will
be present, which show the highest density score as this is directly related to the number of secondary particles. Parts with lower
scores will be ignored by the clustering algorithm resulting in a higher mean cluster score. This is also visible in the overall volume
of the cube, which gets smaller with lower detection efficiency, affecting the Chamfer distance in a similar way. However, the 40%
efficiency scenario is mostly affected by the interplay of low statistics and the measurement combination method. The statistical
fluctuation for a single voxel is increasing with lower efficiency; hence, the chance of not passing the threshold and therefore getting
discarded in the final combination is higher. This is more pronounced in the z-direction due to the density score behavior along the
z-axis explained in the previous subsection.
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Efficiency Score† Size dx dy dz ∆xpos. ∆ypos. ∆zpos. dC
100% 5896 1.388 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.9 m 0.00 m 0.00 m 0.20 m 12.1
80% 6020 1.371 m3 1.1 m 1.1 m 2.0 m 0.00 m 0.05 m 0.15 m 14.1
60% 6475 1.117 m3 1.1 m 1.1 m 1.7 m 0.00 m −0.05 m 0.10 m 5.3
40% 7367 0.627 m3 1.1 m 1.1 m 1.6 m 0.00 m −0.05 m 0.15 m 7.6
† Corrected against the loss in effective scan time

TABLE 6: The impact of varying the detection efficiency per layer on the performance metrics for the reconstructed lead cube.

Efficiency Score† Size dx dy dz ∆xpos. ∆ypos. ∆zpos. dC
100% 2762 1.078 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.7 m −0.05 m 0.00 m 0.10 m 6.4
80% 2962 1.132 m3 1.1 m 1.1 m 1.2 m 0.00 m 0.05 m 0.15 m 10.9
60% 3255 1.079 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.9 m 0.00 m 0.00 m 0.15 m 7.1
40% 3983 0.551 m3 1.1 m 1.1 m 1.8 m 0.00 m 0.05 m 0.10 m 7.1
† Corrected against the loss in effective scan time

TABLE 7: The impact of varying the detection efficiency per layer on the performance metrics for the reconstructed water cube.
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FIGURE 3: The reconstructed lead (top row) and water (bottom row) cubes with their corresponding uncorrected density scores in
the 100% (left column) and 50% layer detection efficiency scenario (right column).

4.3. Impact of Detection Resolution
The spatial resolution of the detector consists of two parts, the assumed WLS fiber grid spacing (10 mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm) and the
fixed thickness of the scintillator (50 mm), resulting in three resolution scenarios: 10:50 mm, 20:50 mm, and 30:50 mm. For simplicity,
all particles in all energy regimes are assumed to be detected with the same resolution. This can be justified as the resolution is
mostly driven by the detector setup and not by the particle kinematics. To prevent unwanted effects by changing the other detector
parameters, the detection efficiency is set to 100% and the spacing between each of the three layers is 10 cm.
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The resulting performance metrics for the study of the resolution impact for both material cubes are shown in Tables 8 and 9.
Their reconstruction for the ideal and 30:50 mm resolution scenarios is shown in Figure 4. Overall, the density scores shows a
reduction with worse detection resolution. Due to the additional resolution, the inner voxels with a high score get smeared with
the low score voxels outside the cube and, hence, the mean density score of the cluster drops. While the reconstructed size seems
to be similar for the different resolution values, the Chamfer distance shows a tendency to increase with higher resolution values.
This can be explained by the change of the object shape due to the smearing effect of the resolution.

Resolution Score Size dx dy dz ∆xpos. ∆ypos. ∆zpos. dC
Ideal 5896 1.388 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.9 m 0.00 m 0.00 m 0.20 m 12.1
10:50 mm 5726 1.357 m3 1.0 m 1.0 m 2.0 m 0.05 m 0.00 m 0.15 m 16.3
20:50 mm 5573 1.352 m3 1.0 m 1.0 m 2.0 m 0.05 m 0.00 m 0.15 m 17.7
30:50 mm 5266 1.419 m3 1.2 m 1.2 m 1.9 m −0.05 m 0.00 m 0.10 m 11.5

TABLE 8: The impact of varying the detection resolution on the performance metrics for the reconstructed lead cube.

Resolution Score Size dx dy dz ∆xpos. ∆ypos. ∆zpos. dC
Ideal 2762 1.078 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.7 m −0.05 m 0.00 m 0.10 m 6.4
10:50 mm 2697 1.053 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.7 m 0.00 m 0.00 m 0.10 m 5.6
20:50 mm 2640 0.988 m3 0.9 m 1.0 m 2.0 m 0.00 m 0.00 m 0.15 m 9.5
30:50 mm 2505 1.050 m3 1.1 m 1.0 m 1.8 m 0.00 m 0.00 m 0.15 m 10.7

TABLE 9: The impact of varying the detection resolution on the performance metrics for the reconstructed water cube.
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FIGURE 4: The reconstructed lead (top row) and water (bottom row) cubes with their corresponding density scores in the ideal
(left column) and 30:50 mm resolution scenario (right column).
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4.4. Impact of Layer Spacing
To assess the difference between the two layer spacing setups, the ratio of the 10 cm over the 20 cm spacing is calculated for the
reconstructed density score volume for the different efficiency and resolution parameter values. This is done for the lead and the
water cube scenario, and the results are shown in Table 10. Overall, the difference between the two spacing scenarios is small. Both
materials show a small relation between the ratio of the density scores and the resolution, as the ratio decreases with worsening
resolution values. This is expected as the smearing of the object for a fixed spatial resolution decreases with increasing distance
between the layers. The water cube also shows an increasing size ratio for decreasing efficiency. However, as this trend is not visible
for the lead block and the statistics for the 60% and especially 40% efficiency scenario are low, currently, no statement about this
correlation can be made.

Efficiency Lead score Lead size Water score Water size
100% 1.040 1.042 1.003 1.011
80% 1.039 1.011 1.014 1.154
60% 1.066 0.882 1.020 1.255
40% 1.040 1.161 1.017 1.611
Resolution Lead score Lead size Water score Water size
Ideal 1.040 1.042 1.003 1.011
10:50 mm 1.020 0.996 0.996 1.021
20:50 mm 1.007 0.988 0.961 1.035
30:50 mm 0.967 1.065 0.926 1.087

TABLE 10: The ratio of the 10 cm over the 20 cm layer spacing setup for the reconstructed density score and volume of the lead and
water block for the efficiency and resolution parameter values.

4.5. Impact on Material Discrimination
Under the assumptions of this work, the impact of more realistic detection efficiency and resolution on the discrimination between
the lead and water material is studied. This is done by calculating the ratio of the lead and water cube scenarios for the density score
and the volume, for both layer spacing setups. The ratios are shown in Table 11. In general, only small differences are visible for the
efficiency and resolution variations resulting in a possible and stable material discrimination for these realistic parameter values.
The most visible, but nonetheless small correlation is seen for the score ratio against the efficiency. With decreasing efficiency, the
difference between the lead and water score is also decreasing. This can also be seen in Tables 6 and 7, where the relative increase of
the score for lower efficiency is larger for the water block. This is a result of the fixed clustering threshold (80%) for both materials.
Due to the higher density of lead, the maximum allowed absolute score difference between the cluster and a neighboring voxel is
larger than for the water cube with lower density. Hence, more voxels with lower scores can be added to the lead cluster than to
the water one. This effect gets amplified for lower efficiency values as the mean cluster score increases resulting in an even higher
maximum score difference. The increasing trend seen in the size ratio for decreasing efficiency for the 20 cm spacing has already
been discussed in the previous subsection.

Efficiency Score (10 cm) Size (10 cm) Score (20 cm) Size (20 cm)
100% 2.135 1.288 2.057 1.250
80% 2.032 1.211 1.983 1.382
60% 1.989 1.035 1.904 1.473
40% 1.849 1.138 1.809 1.579
Resolution Score (10 cm) Size (10 cm) Score (20 cm) Size (20 cm)
Ideal 2.135 1.288 2.057 1.250
10:50 mm 2.123 1.289 2.072 1.322
20:50 mm 2.111 1.368 2.016 1.434
30:50 mm 2.102 1.351 2.013 1.379

TABLE 11: The ratio of the lead over the water cube scenario for the reconstructed density score and volume of the 10 and 20 cm
spacing setups for the efficiency and resolution parameter values.

5. DISCUSSION
The usage of secondary particles for cosmic-ray tomography applications provides a promising and complementary approach to
improve the results from muon transmission and scattering measurements. This analysis proved that this statement still holds not
only for ideal but also for more realistic detector conditions, including the simulation of additional detection material budget and of
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common spatial resolution and detector efficiency parameters. The proposed stand-alone method is able to successfully reconstruct
simple geometric objects, which are located inside a container, and to discriminate their material for the various simulated detector
conditions. The impact of the additional material mostly results in an adaption of the measurement set for the reconstruction
procedure due to a change in particle kinematics, especially for low-energy particles, and a longer scan time due to the system
acceptance. The biggest impact due to the realistic detection efficiency is a loss in effective scan time and therefore a higher influence
of statistical fluctuations. The spatial resolution has a only minor impact on the reconstructed object, mostly resulting in a small
degradation of the reconstructed density score. The difference between the two layer spacing setups is negligible and allows for
better flexibility of a potential secondary particle and muon detection system.

The future work will focus on the improvement of the detector setup making it even more realistic by considering a wider range
of potential detector materials and more complex target objects. Furthermore, planned improvements on the analysis chain include
the implementation of a machine-learning-based reconstruction method, a combination with the result of the muon measurement,
and an automized material parameter scan to optimize density and object discrimination.
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